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3R STM

The 3R STM system is an in-line sheet metal thickness 
measurement system. The measurement usually takes place 
in the blanking line. The typical accuracy is 3μm, but can vary 
in relation to environmental differences. 

3R STM measuring system works on the most modern laser 
triangulation measuring principle. The sensors used are 
specially optimized for measurement on the sheet surface.

The 3R STM software is characterized by excellent ease of use, 
multiple display options and notifications, as well as setting 
options that are easy to perform. A wide connectivity is a matter of course.

The 3R STM system can be coupled with other measurement systems, such as the 3R TQC system for non-destructive detection of 
material properties or with the 3R LLT system for detection of the amount of lubricant on the material surface, or with both systems 
simultaneously.

The company 3R Technics is specialized in data acquisition in difficult production environments and has many years of experience with 
the integration of measuring systems in production lines. This is the guarantee of reliable data that can be transformed into know-how.

3R STM advantages:

 � Accuracy +/- 0.003
 � Temperature compensation
 � Filtering of measured data
 � Integration into the line
 � Various possibilities for data backup
 � Remote input of data 

into the database
 � Coupling of data with the data 

from 3R TQC and from 3T LLT
 � Movement mechanism
 � Selection of measuring point 

according to the current product
 � Thickness measurement in 

transverse direction
 � Sinusoidal thickness measurement
 � Various options for displaying 

results (2D diagram, histogram, ...)

 
 
 
 
 

 � Sealed reference unit 
with air overpressure

 � Automatic referencing
 � Parking position during coil change
 � Automatic adjustment 

according to the product
 � Communication and 

synchronization with the line
 � Robust construction
 � Possibility to connect other systems
 � Excellent ease of use
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3R STM referencing

3R STM system is equipped with a referencing unit with a space for three reference 
samples. This allows referencing with the sample that exactly matches the material 
being tested. It enables regular referencing without manual intervention. This 
increases the accuracy and reliability of the measurement data. The time required for 
referencing is significantly reduced. It is possible to set events and time intervals when 
the referencing is to be carried out.


